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Abstract 

The Local Area Network Material Accounting System (LANMAS) application is a standardized approach 
to comply with the DOE Order 5633.3E3, Control and Accountability of Nuclear Material, material 
accounting requirements. This paper provides a general overview of the functions and features included in 
the LANMAS application. 

The application complies with both external (off-site) and internal (on-site) DOE Order requirements. It is 
based on specifications developed by a complex wide LANMAS Users Group that represents ten sites 
within the DOE complex. 

The application can perform many tasks within a single personal computer client / server arrangement. 
These tasks include: preparation and tracking of off-site shipments and receipts including DP 741s, 
movement of material within and between Material Balance Areas, adjustment of weight values of material 
by mixing I splitting I write-offs, physical inventory of material, the grouping of material into containers, 
tracking of Tamper Indicating Devices, and generation of monthly closing reports that are required to be 
submitted to the Nuclear Materials management and Safeguards System (NMMSS). 

The LANMAS application is intended to be the core accountability system to meet all of the basic MC&A 
accounting functions. Additional site specific features can be developed to work with this application to 
enhance its capabilities to meet site specific needs that are unique to a given site. LANMAS also 
incorporates the capability to easily access the database to produce ad hoc reports and M e r  data 
manipulations. 

Introduction 

The LANMAS application was developed as a transaction oriented personal computer based system to 
comply with requirements specified in DOE order 5633.3B. These requirements were further enhanced 
and defined by a LANMAS Users Group that included personnel from throughout the DOE complex. The 
LANMAS User Group established guidelines for all of the functions and features required to be included in 
the first release of the LANMAS application. The application was developed utilizing Microsoft SQL 
Server and Visual Basic products running on a Windows NT networked personal computer. It incorporates 
the usage of a client I server relationship. 

Basic Concepts 

The LANMAS application incorporates several key concepts related to the operation of the system. These 
concepts include the usage of multiple Reporting Identification Symbols (RISs), multiple accounting 
periods, and the tracking of all materials iricluded in the periodic table. 

The LANMAS application is designed to be multiple-RIS aware. Dependent on the user’s needs, one or 
more RISs can be placed into the system and transactions booked against these different RISs as desired. 
The user selects which RIS the transactions are to be booked against. Once selected, the RIS is displayed 



at the top of the main menu as a reminder to the user. Users can simultaneously work in different RISs as 
desired. 

Along with being multiple RIS aware, the LANMAS application also incorporates the concept of multiple 
accounting periods. This multiple accounting period concept allows for two monthly periods to be opened 
at the same time. Transactions may be booked into either the first or the second month as desired. This 
alleviates the need for the first accounting period to be closed prior to allowing transactions to & booked 
into the next accounting period. 

As material is brought into the second accounting period prior to the closing of the first, the system checks 
to determine if there is a reportable amount of decay for the items brought forward. If a decayable amount 
is detected, the system automatically stores this information for usage in the monthly closing and reporting 
process and brings the material into the next period. As with the RIS, the current accounting is also 
displayed above the menu bar for the user to reference at any time. 
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The system also cross checks the dates of the transactions being entered with the current accounting period. 
If there is a conflict between these dates, the system informs the user to the conflict and requires that the 
accounting period be changed or the transaction date be modified to coincide with the active accounting 
period. These cross checks help to ensure that the sequencing of transactions is maintained and assigned to 
the correct accounting period. 

The LANMAS application is also designed to expand the tracking of material to more than the seventeen 
accountable nuclear materials included in the DOE orders. This enhancement allows the user to track any 
material included in the periodic table. - 

- There are two basic requirements that must be adhered to when entering material into the system. The first - 
is that every item must have at least one element. The second is that every element must have at least one 
isotope. Other than these two needs, each item in the system can have an unlimited mixture of elements 
and isotopes. The system also automatically determines if the material included in an item is one of the 
seventeen DOE reportable materials. It will then determine and assign the correct summary and detail 
material type codes for the item being entered. Non-reportable material is not assigned a material type 
code. 

Off-Site Shipments & Receipts 

The LANMAS application fully supports the requirements associated with the external (off-site) shipment 
and receipt of nuclear material. This includes the reporting of these transactions on the DP 741 forms and 
associated datasets. 

Off-site shipments can be pre-built prior to the material actually leaving the site. This includes the building 
of the DP 741 header information, the actual assignment of the material to a specific DP 74 1 shipment, the 
creation of the AL 13 1 and DP 740 datasets, and the generation of a hard copy of the DP 74 1 form. With 
this pre ship capability, it allows the user to prepare for a shipment in advance and to send any advance 
copies to the receiver as desired. If any changes are needed to the shipment documentation prior to being 
transferred, the shipment can easily be edited and all of the information rerun. 

Off-site receipts operate within the application similar to the off-site shipments. Information related to a 
receipt can be entered into the system either electronically using an AL 13 1 dataset or built manually if 
only paper source documents are delivered by the shipper. Once this data is placed in the system, the 
receiver builds the required receiver’s side of the DP 74 1 and assigns the material to a given Material 
Balance Area (MBA) within the system. 
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Receipt measurements are also supported in the application. This capability allows the user to track the 
measurement of material received from off-site. These differences are then booked into the application and 
tracked based on the DP 741 shipment that was used to transfer the material. 

On-Site Transactions 

The LANMAS application allows for the tracking of material at the MBA, SubMBA, and locat@ levels. 
This is accomplished through the usage of the Move Within MBA, Move To MBA, and Accept From 
MBA functions. These functions allow either single itemskontainers or multiple items/cmtaix5ers to be 
relocated simultaneously. When moving material between MBAs, the material is placed in an “intransit” 
account for the receiving MBA. The receiver must then accept the material out of the “intransit” account 
by assigning it to the appropriate SubMBA and location for hisher facility. The receiver also has the 
option to check the receiving MBA’s total quantity of material that would be on hand if the intransit 
material were accepted. There is also an option to return the material to the shipping MBA if the receiver 
does not want to accept the material. 
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Weight values on material can also be adjusted through the Mix, Split, and Transfer functions. The Mix 
function allows the user to place material from many items into a single item. (Many to one concept.) The 
item where the weight is being transferred to can be an existing item in the system or a new item that is 
being created due to the mix operation. 

The Split function allows for the creation of several items from a single existing item within the system. 
(One to many concept.) As with the Mix function, the weight of the material being split can go to newly 
created items or to items that currently exist. 

The Transfer function is used for the transfer of bulk materials within or between MBAs and the charge 
back of material to another process area or MBA after an item has been re-measured. Unlike items, bulk 
material serial numbers can not be relocated (Le.: entire tank being moved to a new location) as an item is 
using the Move Within MBA and Move To MBA functions. Only designated weight values are to be 
moved to other existing serial numbers in the system. Unlike within the Mix and Split functions, these 
bulk serial numbers can be located within different accounts allowing for weight transfers between MBAs 
to occur between bulk process lines. 
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Changes in weights can be entered into all three of the Mix, Split, and Transfer functions based on the delta 
of the material being moved or the actual new weights of the items. The system utilizes a conservation of 
mass concept to ensure that no more material is moved than initially started with in the material being 
adjusted. The system also incorporates several checks and balances to ensure that the final results of the 
mix or split are reasonable. One of the several checks is to ensure that the sum of the isotopes in the 
adjusted material does not exceed the final element weights. 

A fourth function within the LANMAS application also allows the user to adjust the weights of material. 
The Adjustment function allows the user to complete single sided transactions such as remeasurements, 
normal operating losses (NOL), and receipts from facilities not included in the DOE reporting program. 
To utilize this section the user identifies the reason for the weight changes, selects the material to be 
adjusted and records the new weight for the material. As with the Mix and Split functions new items can 
be created here along with the addition of new elements and isotopes being added. All of the changes are 
tracked by the system and included in the NMMSS reporting process at the end of the accounting period. 

Miscellaneous Functions 

Several miscellaneous functions are included in the LANMAS application to support the compliance with 
the DOE Order 5633.3B requirements. These functions include the changing of project numbers, 
containerization, and tamper indicating device (TID) tracking and usage. 



Project codes are assigned to all of the accountable nuclear material reported to DOE. The Project Change 
function allows these codes to be changed as needed. Project changes can be assigned to individual items 
within an MBA or as a mass change whenever all material assigned to a certain project number needs to be 
adjusted. This mass update usually occurs at the beginning of the year when all project codes are reviewed 
and new assignments made for the upcoming fiscal year. 

The Containerization function includes a wide range of sub-functions that provide the user with;a well- 
rounded tool to track and maintain containers within the system. These sub-functions includeze creation 
of new containers, the editing of information related to a container, the loading and unloading of material 
or other containers, the tracking of empty containers, and the destruction of containers. Once a container is 
created and assigned to a given facility, individual items with material or other containers with material 
may be placed inside. This loading creates a logical grouping that allows the container and everything 
loaded in it to act as a single unit. If a loaded container is relocated, then only the highest level needs to be 
moved. 
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The system also has an unlimited number of levels of containerization. Provisions are provided at every 
screen to drill down inside a given container to determine what is inside. This provides a quick check to 
ensure that the correct material is being selected for the completion of the desired transaction. 

A full TID tracking system is also included in the LANMAS application. It incorporates the concept of 
being able to track TID seal activities from purchase to destruction or shipment from a given RIS. The 
TID system is also incorporated into other LANMAS functions to ease the reporting requirements. 

Sub-functions in the TID program include the receipt of TIDs from the vendor, transfer of seals between 
MBAs, issuance of TlDs for application, application of TIDs, and destruction of TIDs. The function also 
tracks who is authorized to perform these required steps by both a person’s name and identification 
number. 

TID seals may be applied to items, containers, or locations within the system. This information is included 
in the logic to generate the desired physical inventory reports and allows for only the highest level of 
containment that is TID sealed to be listed. Several TID seal reports are included in the application to 
support the sites TID program. These reports include a current status of TIDs, history information, and 
summary information. 

Reports 

The LANMAS application provides a set of standardized reports for the user to obtain information from 
the system. These reports were developed based on information provided by personnel in the LANMAS 
Users group. These reports include information related to internal on-site transfers, external off-site 
transfers, book inventories, physical inventories, item adjustments, and monthly closing activities. 

The application also supports the creation of ad-hoc reports using a multitude of query tools. Based on the 
existing tables and views already created in the system, the user is unlimited to the types of reports that can 
be easily developed using information provided in the system. 

Closing 

The LANMAS Closing function is geared around the usage of monthly accounting periods within a given 
RIS. A given accounting period (Le.: June) can be locked while the closing process is being conducted. 
This limits activity in the accounting period being closed, however, transactions in the next accounting 
period (Le.: July) may be continued while the first period is being closed. 



The Closing function is broken down into several main sections. This includes the capability to complete a 
trial close, the decaying of material to the next accounting period, and the generation of the required 
datasets to be transmitted to the NMMSS. 

Reports that can be run during the ciosing process include the Material Balance Report (MBR), the MBA 
Ledger Report, and the Composition of Ending Inventory (COEI 1-27) report. These reports can be 
generated as many times as needed during the closing process to ensure that the system is in ba-bce. 
Several cross checks have also been included in these reports to enhance the closing reconcilia?Jon. This - helps to ensures that the database's integrity is maintained. - 
The monthly decay routine reviews all of the material within the database and decays their values to the 
first of the next accounting period. The decay adjustments are booked to the system's journal and ledger 
for each item decayed. 

After the decay process has been completed, the required DP-733 COEI, DP-749 project changes, and DP- 
740 single party transaction datasets are generated for transmission to DOE. As with the closing reports, 
these datasets can be rerun as may times as desired. 

The final closing function rolls the current accounting period to the next month. This process closes the 
current accounting period, sets the ending ledger values for the closing month to the beginning values for 
the next month, and creates a new second accounting period within the system. Once an accounting period 
is closed, it is no longer available for transactions to be booked in. 

Conclusion 

The LANMAS application complies with DOE Order 5633.3B accounting requirements utilizing state of 
the art software and hardware. It provides the DOE a tool that enhances the standardization of accounting 
practices across the complex while minimizing the cost of future development and maintenance on these 
systems. The functions and features included in the application meets the basic system requirements 
identified by the LANMAS Users Group representing a multitude of the sites within the DOE complex. Its 
implementation will be phased in over the next year to several DOE sites. This supports the overall goal 
for standardization within the complex and meets all year 2000 requirements. 

On July 1, 1998 the LANMAS application was incorporated as the official system of record for the 
Savannah River Site. Reports and datasets for the July accounting period closing will be generated from 
the application and sent to NMMSS. Ad-hoc reports have been utilized successfully to support the July 
physical inventory process in one of the Category I1 MBAs at the site. 
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